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Chapter 1561 The Infinite System! lIl 

Multicolored Essence of Reality surged forth madly around Noah's figure in the Infinite Reality. 

Medium Tier Reality Crystals lay shattered and leaking glorious splendor around him as they released 

waves of multicolored light that went on to surge into his soul, causing the infinity symbol to pulse with 

cosmic might as it entirely took a rainbow-colored visage! 

Noah called it the Infinite System. 

This was because he wanted it to be constantly evolvable and capable of having more additions to it as it 

could encompass the Reality altering Constructs of many possible systems. But more than this…it was 

also based on the concept that was infinity! 

Infinite Mana. 

This was where it began as at this moment, Noah was implementing the first construct of the Infinite 

System that expanded further on this concept of Infinite Mana as he was tyrannically calling for… 

"Infinite Resources…" 

OOOM! 

He called out such words with fervor as the Essence of Reality around him surged even more, another 

Medium Tier Reality Crystals shattering as more units of this profound resource surged into Noah's soul 

to try and achieve his Tyrannical goals! 

Not just Infinite Mana, but an infinite amount of all the resources under him! 

It was a terrifying wish…but it wasn't entirely achievable as such a thing meant the resources of all 

different types of Essence would be infinite, along with the resource of Destiny, Fortune, and even…the 

resource of the Essence of Reality. 

This wish was too overbearing as if Noah achieved it, it simply meant game over for any other existences 

across the Firmaments. 

All those scaling the Firmaments of Ascendancy were focused on finding ways to generate this essence 

within their Origins as it involved becoming Overseers of Realities among a few other means. For this 

resource to become Infinite? It was impossible! 

BOOOOM! 

His soul contracted and expanded as the first reality altering construct was established. 

His Origin surged with untold light and colors as an endless river of blue could be seen- this representing 

his Mana as thereafter…endless rivers of a myriad of other colors bloomed all around as his Origin 

became blinding for one to even gaze towards! 

There were over a hundred of endless rivers of colors that rose which represented different Infinite 

types of essence resources, but three particular types of resources were not seen among these! 



The resources of Destiny and Fortune were not capable of being turned Infinite from a mere reality 

altering construct as this concept was denied…but it didn't prevent Noah's already vast reserves of 

Destiny and Fortune that far exceeded anyone he had met to explode even further at this moment. 

The glimmer of gold and destiny around him was so intense as seas of golden destiny flashed around his 

body, his soul getting the sense that of any beings scaling the Firmaments…he could say with surety that 

they would never exceed him in terms of destiny and fortune! 

This wasn't just a belief, but his soul could almost ascertain it as fact. A fact that across the myriad 

Realities, those at the Ninth Firmament of Ascendancy and below…they would never be able to match 

him in terms of destiny and fortune. 

This…was the first product of the first Reality altering construct under Noah's Infinite System- a 

construct that he would term Infinite Resources! 

Then came the inviolable Essence of Reality. 

The concept of Infinite Essence of Reality was denied, but similar to destiny and fortune…it was 

expanded ridiculously as the small space that Noah could contain this essence was expanded multiple 

times over, climbing by multiple thousands as the maximum reserves he held went to 3,000…5,000…and 

continued on with wildness and glory as they reached 10,000 and they could not proceed any further! 

BOOM! 

His soul screamed out euphorically and with utmost joy at such a juncture, his Affix of Reality blooming 

out its effects as Noah felt Units of the Essence of Reality course through him wondrously while his 

Ascendancy Value rose by an entire 10 Million...and he achieved a 33,000,000 Value. 

The mere construct of the first stage of the Infinite System had such a shocking boon as his Destiny, 

Fortune, and reserves of the Essence of Reality were expanded to a shocking degree! No common 

existence at the Eighth or Ninth Firmament could stand before Noah and claim that their reserves of 

these types of Essence exceeded his, and this was just the first stage of his System as at this 

moment…we have to look closely at the resources that Noah had succeeded in turning Infinite. 

All the different types of Essence of Daos and Edicts were now Infinite! But…what did this truly mean? 

Noah had Infinite Mana in the past as when it came to the essences of Daos and Edicts, he would simply 

change and alter his mana to whatever essence he wished to utilize to cast his skills and abilities. 

He had transformed mana into endless Ruination or Primordial Essence, and he used his mana to power 

up and bring forth the essence of his Nomological Edicts when he cast their terrifying abilities! 

And this…was the crucial point we must understand. 

This reality that for any of these other resources that weren't Mana, Noah had to first take pure mana 

itself before changing it into these resources, and then he activated the skills. This was something we've 

even referred to in the past as the efficiency in utilizing essence, where the more efficient one was…the 

faster they could cast their abilities and the more power they could display! 

With the birth of the sub System of Infinite Resources under the Infinite System, Noah had now 

effectively cut off this need of alteration of pure mana into another type of essence, removing a time 



consuming feature that all existences under these vast Realities had to go through if they wished to cast 

their abilities. 

So what would the results of this actually be? Was it something that was even quantifiable?! 

[The quantification of Cast and Attack Speed is rendered null under the Infinite System.] 

BOOOM! 

[True Instant Cast and True Instant Attack have now been achieved.] 

…! 

Golden prompts rained over Noah's eyes as an existence with infinite resources was given the authority 

to completely evade the time delay of converting mana into other types of essence, a shocking reality 

coming to be at this moment. 

As for what this really changed in Noah's power? 

The answer to this would be found when our eyes turn towards the sparring match between two 

Emperors of Old occurring within the Boundary Between Realities! 
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The first construct of the Infinite System was known as Infinite Resources as apart from its boons of 

making all different types of resources under Noah apart from Destiny, Fortune, and Essence of Reality 

Infinite…it granted Noah True Instant Cast and Attack! 

 

From his thoughts to the activation of abilities, there would be no passage of time. Mana efficiency and 

conduction where essence had to course through one's body to activate their intended skills…this would 

now be utterly ignored under Noah. 

 

No delay. 

 

Not even a passage of a microsecond or nanosecond! 

 

Giving such a tool to a being who could spam his abilities for as long as he wished…the expression of 

adding wings to a tiger didn't even do this situation justice. In this instance, the tiger was given wings 

and an infinite arsenal of guns and bullets as no other predators could raise their heads when he was 

around! 

 

To observe just what this new change actually meant, the unfolding spar between a shocking personage 

that boasted untold power and ranking against Noah actually showed this best. 

 

BZZZT! 

 



Her multicolored eyes stared at the Atlatl of Reality within Noah's hand with a shining gaze of 

appreciation as her tout body was ready to receive the impact of this shocking Sui Generis Enlightened 

Primordial Relic barehanded, her muscles gracefully prominent as one could see the Runic Lines of 

Ascendancy on her hand swirl with untold power. 

 

Noah's figure seemed to ignore the position of this terrifying Empress as his body released waves of 

unbound tyranny, but at this moment…something within his aura changed all of a sudden that even 

Empress Genevieve raised her eyes towards! 

 

But she wasn't able to look on for long as the Spear of Reality within Noah's hands instantly bloomed 

with a shining silvery light as at its tip, the curvature of a cosmic moon formed as it had sharp edges that 

tore towards their enemy. A cosmic moon releasing a silvery light as it contained within it a terrifying 

cutting force that even sniped apart the surrounding space rumbled towards Empress Genevieve as she 

once raised her fair hand to meet it! 

 

<Reality Moon Eclipsor>. 

 

An ability from the Atlatl of Reality that was one of the few which didn't utilize the Essence of Reality 

and could be powered up by one's own essence. 

 

At this moment, Noah pulled from the endless golden river that represented the essence of the Dictum 

Emperor as this ability was instantly powered up and cast as it cut towards the fair hands of Genevieve! 

 

BZZZT! 

 

Like two shocking metals colliding, the fair skin of this being actually shone with a light of forged Crystals 

as she shockingly took such an attack with her bare hands, with her figure being forced to come to a 

stop as she nodded with appreciation. But as she was about to make a move… 

 

<Reality Moon Eclipsor>. 

 

Without a microsecond of delay and before Noah had even pulled the spear of Reality back, another 

shocking silvery multicolored Moon bloomed and caused the hand holding the tip of the Spear to unfurl 

out forcefully! 

 

<Reality Moon Eclipsor>. 

 

The Spear of Reality then instantly formed another eclipsing moon that could cut apart Seventh 

Firmament existences where they stood, this attack landing on the palm of Empress Genevieve and 

finally forcing her body to not just come to a stop…but to even slide back an inch. 

…! 

 

The body of a Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Human whose aura alone overpowered a Ninth Firmament 

existence even though she was at the peak of the Eight Firmament! 



 

"What is…!" 

 

Before her eyes could open any further in surprise, she only felt the Spear of Reality buzz in front of her 

as one silvery moon after another bloomed incessantly, surging waves of droves of essence being burnt 

up constantly as the figure of Noah was wrapped up in a silvery gold light of a Quasi-TABOO Nomological 

Edict as he constantly weaved a spear shining with the light of reality. 

 

His crimson gold hair shone with flames of tyranny and madness as his eyes were releasing bright rays of 

wonder, his attacks unfolding without a delay as each one carried a force more than sufficient to burst 

apart a Reality- each attack carried with it the weight of 6 genuine Emerging Realities! 

 

BOOOM! BOOOM! BOOOM! 

 

In the Boundary Between Realities, countless silvery moons formed and burst as they thundered onto 

the archaic Pure-Blooded being- this existence becoming covered by a shocking field of light as all 

around her and Noah, spatial instabilities had already formed throughout and couldn't even heal in time 

as attack after attack thundered down! 

 

Shockingly, Empress Genevieve wasn't even given a chance to retaliate as she had to take everything 

thrown her way without being able to take a step forward. 

 

Droves of essence no being should be capable of freely utilizing in such a constant manner burned as she 

found out to her surprise that this being before her still seemed undaunted and like he could go on 

forever! 

 

And…he truly could as at this moment, he wasn't even done. 

 

SHIING! 

 

A Socket Reality Gem appeared within his free left hand as it glimmered in a dazzling fashion, erupting 

out with a multicolored radiance that surged into the iridescent Spear of Reality. 

 

WAA! 

 

A shocking indentation gradually formed on the maddening spear, a hexagonal Socket forming on its 

handle that at this moment…another Jewel that appeared in Noah's left hand was called towards this 

newly created Socket. 

 

It was a Reality Jewel that glimmered with a frosty light, being something that Noah had only obtained 

the Blueprint of from the Resplendent Treasure Cache of killing the Gazer! Yet now, here it was fully 

forged as the materials of Ten Breaths of Reality, 5 common Reality Jewels, two Naturally Formed 

Primordial Treasures, and 5,000 Units of the Essence of Reality were all within Noah's hands! 

 



With his shockingly expanded destiny and fortune, it didn't even take Noah's Clone a minute in the 

second Treasure Island within the Forsaken Treasure Reality to find a Destiny Domain Space that held 

three Naturally Formed Primordial Treasures, and their search was only getting more and more 

profitable. 

 

So this Reality Nova Jewel came to be. 

 

A Jewel that when socketed to an offensive Relic- it released an area of effect Nova that carried with it 

the force of an exploding Reality! 

 

CLASP! 

 

With a clear and resounding sound amidst the explosive sounds of a Reality Moon Eclipsor, the Reality 

Nova Jewel was socketed onto the Atlatl of Reality as freezing temperatures instantly bloomed, waves of 

shocking power gloriously erupting out at this moment as the body of the Tyrannical Emperor bubbled 

forth with countless waves of Infinite Essence, his mouth unconsciously opening as it released a bellow 

that caused pillars of pure golden light to surge from his eyes and mouth!!!  

Chapter 1563 The Secret To Surpassing TheLimits! L 

 

 

 

A glorious scene! 

 

Beams of pure golden light surged from the Tyrannical Emperor's eyes and mouth and his radiant spear 

of Reality thundered forth with untold power and majesty, where apart from the radiant Cosmic Moon 

cutting out constantly in pincer attacks towards Empress Genevieve, waves of cosmos-freezing Essence 

now began to explode outwards as they caused glaciers to form and explode constantly in the 

surrounding space! 

 

…! 

 

The figures of Victoria and Lucia felt the shocking waves of coldness even reach them as they shivered 

and moved further back, their eyes only being able to see a dazzling figure of a Pure-Blooded Cardinal 

Royal Human being pierced by a spear that bloomed with moons and Novas of immense coldness that if 

even a single one hit them…they would suffer deadly injuries! 

 

Deadly injuries as after taking just four or five of such attacks, they would perish. 

 

Even from afar, layers of Frost went on to cover their bodies as the power revealed was just too 

shocking. 

 

Yet their new Master that they had pledged Fealty to was using such attacks with wild abandon and as if 

Essence preservation didn't matter to him, submerging an important personage in waves of attacks as 



the two of them wanted to remind Noah that this was just a spar! 

 

Why did it seem like he was attacking this important future Candidate Ruler to kill?! 

 

BOOM! 

 

Most of all, how were attacks capable of splitting apart Realities constantly being released from him 

without even a pause? Just how dense were this being's reserves?! 

 

BOOM! 

 

The bodies of Victoria and Lucia were pushed even further back as they terrifyingly gazed at the 

immense Pure-Blooded existences that were the guards of this Empress, and they were shocked to see 

that all 10 beings remained in their linear formation as they watched on coldly without making a single 

move. 

 

Their eyes carried traces of surprise, but there wasn't anything else as they didn't even seem to think 

that the Empress was in any danger! 

 

"What is…" 

 

Such a situation confounded those who saw what was happening, but they wouldn't have to be 

confused for a long time as at this moment, the Pearls of joyful laughter echoed out amidst a barrage of 

Reality shattering attacks. 

 

"Haha, Good!!!" 

 

…! 

 

Just two words. 

 

After these words, all hell broke loose. 

 

BOOOOOOM! 

 

In the midst of <Reality Moon Eclipsor>s being cast left and right instantaneously and the effects of the 

Reality Nova Jewel displaying themselves an instant that an attack connected, an even more terrifying 

explosion with a shocking force erupted out from the pristine figure that should have been drowned out 

by all of these attacks! 

 

The explosive force was so domineering that Noah's figure was pushed back and received ravages of 

pure shocking power, stopping his attacks for moments as the Pure-Blooded creature he was attacking 

was revealed at this moment with shocking splendor. 

 



The cause for the explosive force that had pushed everything away revealed itself as a shocking image 

that one could never forget in all their lives was currently displayed with pristine glory. 

 

The figure of Empress Genevieve had her arms laying beside her gloriously, her body glimmering with 

mesmerizing colors as her white cape draped over her back with glamor. She released layers of terrific 

light that shockingly…were weaving and healing the shattered space and Rifts of instabilities around her 

that Noah had caused with his attacks. Layers of terrific light that didn't just come from her body, but 

five stellar looking rivers of Reality that seemed to be converging into fine points that touched her 

crystalline skin! 

 

Rivers of Reality! 

 

They seemed to be surging out endlessly and coming to converge towards her as they were surging with 

waves of untold power and Essence, Noah even seeing wisps of the Essence of Reality coursing through 

these rivers and entering Genevieve's body as they pumped her full of multicolored Essence! 

 

"Have you seen or heard of these before?" 

 

BZZZT! 

 

In the midst of all this, Empress Genevieve saw Noah's dazzling eyes as he stared at the five rivers of 

Reality surrounding her and lending her surging waves of immense power as she spoke calmly. 

 

Her body was untouched even after all of Noah's attacks. 

 

Only the edges of her tight golden wrappings that hugged her body were shredded as they revealed 

more Runic Lines of Ascendancy, but even these wrappings seemed to be healing along with the 

surrounding space as she was returning back to her full splendor! 

 

Towards her question, Noah gave a light nod as he couldn't keep his eyes off of the five converging 

rivers of Reality. 

 

Her obsidian hair and eyes reflected their stellar lights as these rivers of reality represented something 

terrific and utterly monstrous. 

 

"What one has to achieve to bypass the 10 Billion Cosmos and 10 Ascendancy Halos limit…" 

 

Noah uttered such words while staring at the rivers of utter wonder that he only knew about from the 

memories of Primordials! A concept that the Gazer was reaching out for but even he couldn't achieve 

before Noah destroyed him. 

 

A concept closely tied to the workings of power of the Infinite Reality as it defined who could reach and 

cross the 100 Million Ascendancy Value Barrier to go from the Seventh Firmament and into the Eighth 

Firmament! 



 

A concept that was controlled by the powerful Bloodlines that had lived for countless eons! 

 

"Yes…Reality Passages. Things that very few can forge, with one needing a Runic Ecriture of Modus 

Operandi that was only common in the Olden Times." 

 

…! 

 

Yes! 

 

The methods to bypass the limit of the Seventh Firmament were few, with all others leading to 

stagnation of one's Realm without ever being capable of achieving 100 Billion Cosmos in their lifetimes. 

Only a singular method that had been available since the Olden Times could allow one to break past the 

limits imposed on the soul and Reality itself and forge a perfect foundation to proceed forward! 

 

This method…was through getting one's hands on what were known as Runic Ecritures of Modus 

Operandi. Techniques for the operation, collection, and Assimilation of all sources of essence as they 

broke apart restrictions of the Infinite Realities and allowed one to exceed the limit of 10 Billion Cosmos 

and 10 Ascendancy Halos, allowing one to even draw in the Essence of Reality and nourish their body 

and soul passively for as long as they lived. 

 

This…was also the first and foremost method after becoming Overseers of Reality for the truly powerful 

existences to obtain a steady supply of the Essence of Reality. 

 

Operation, Collection, and Assimilation. These were the three things that Runic Ecritures of Modus 

Operandi granted, these techniques being things passed only by the most powerful Bloodlines that had 

preserved them and handed them down since the Olden Times! 

 

Like the many countless existences across the vast Realities, Noah had up to this point only been 

absorbing outside sources of essence to build up his Origin to the stage it had achieved. Devouring 

Cores, Primordial Hearts, or Shards of a Seed of Reality. Others absorbed unique treasures, Crystals, or 

directly devoured the Origins of others for the energy source. 

 

The singular thing all of them had in common was the simple absorption of these outside energy sources 

to elevate their own up until they reached the level of Cosmic Filament if they were lucky and 

resourceful enough! 

 

But at the junction of 10 Billion Cosmos, this mere absorption of outside sources of essence wasn't 

enough anymore. 

 

This was because one was infinitely approaching the stage of Reality at that moment, and yet…their 

Origin was not in any way operating like a Reality! 

 

Operation! This was the first thing that was granted by the techniques most commonly held in the hands 



of Primordials as this was crucial to allow others to continue on their path towards Reality. 

 

Before one was granted access to a Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi, their Origin could be considered 

half-dead. After they gained one and followed it…their origin would come to life as the stellar bodies 

within would finally begin to revolve and operate like that of a genuine reality, the restrictions that 

stopped them before breaking apart as if they were mere glass as it didn't just open up the pathway for 

Cosmos. 

 

Even one's soul would come alive and have its restrictions loosened as they can contain more 

concepts…and forge more Ascendancy Halos! 

 

With a Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi, one can forge a Reality Passage that after the Operation 

portion was achieved, this Reality Passage would be the one to aid with the Collection and Assimilation 

of all sources of essence. 

 

The more Reality Passages one forged, the further they could proceed towards Reality! 

 

For most 'average' existences who were lucky enough to ever gain a Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi 

and forge a Reality Passage…they would only ever be able to forge that single one. Geniuses could 

manage to forge two or three Reality Passages as this was decided by one's talent and destiny among 

many other factors. Existences such as these had a chance of reaching Reality. 

 

Existences who were guaranteed to reach the Realm of Reality…were monstrous anomalies that 

obtained at least 4 Reality Passages. 

 

Now, there was the Empress Genevieve before Noah's eyes who at this moment…showed the glorious 

splendor of 5 Reality Passages!!! 
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Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi! 

 

Techniques that when we broke down- their words roughly translated to Runic words of the method of 

functioning or manner of operating! 

 

Techniques from the Olden Times that taught one how to forge Reality Passages and operate their 

Origin as if it was a genuine Reality, breaking the shackles imposed by the Infinite Realities themselves 

as they finally went towards higher paths. 

 

Merely and roughly absorbing outside essence wasn't enough anymore to proceed forward as a method 

of operation had to be followed! To pass the Seventh Firmament, one needed to get their hands on a 



Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi as among the powerful Bloodlines out there, there were weak and 

powerful Runic Ecritures of Modus Operandi! 

 

Even the Gazer who was a rising existence below the Eighth Firmament was doing everything he was for 

nothing else but a strong Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi. He forged a connection with the Royal Wolf 

Emperor and even went to be as forward as to call him a Sworn Brother for nothing other than to get as 

close as possible so that when he sought the Modus Operandi of the Royal Wolf Bloodline, he would not 

be put in a difficult situation and be denied. 

 

Even Princess Snow was a play that the Gazar was making to obtain such techniques from her after a 

few million years when her Father and Elders handed them down to her! There were other methods of 

course, one of which involved making a great service to the Primordials as a whole as one gave out 

Relics or did a major service that they would in turn be rewarded a basic Modus Operandi that the 

powerful non-Cardinal Royal Bloodlines of Primordials enjoyed- one's that only allowed a being to forge 

a single Reality Passage! 

 

The quality of different techniques of Modus Operandi was vast as the countless Bloodlines out 

there…only the truly powerful ones were lucky enough to come across these techniques from the 

ancient times to break apart the restrictions and head towards Reality. 

 

The reason why Noah wasn't worried about this restriction was because he knew Natalya's Primal Titan 

Bloodline had a Legend as this being…had to have used a Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi to reach this 

stage, and would pass down this method only to their Bloodline as it would have fallen into Noah's lap in 

no time. 

 

The only downside…was that it must have been a relatively weak Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi as 

such a Legend could barely even defend his own Bloodline, the Primal Titans currently falling into the 

hands of Primordials! 

 

But the Runic Ecritures of Modus Operandi that Primordials held, especially Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal 

Bloodlines…they were the ones that might allow one to be capable of forging two or three Reality 

Passages as the technique was just as important as one's talent and destiny. 

 

This was how Primordials continued to reign Supreme. 

 

From the Olden Times, they had these shocking techniques under their arsenal as they produced 

Legends after Legends! 

 

Even though other Bloodlines that had deep history held their own Runic Ecritures of Modus Operandi, 

they could hardly compare as those capable of rivaling Primordials…well, they couldn't be mentioned at 

this moment. 

 

Now, Noah was facing a Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Human that held a shocking Runic Ecriture of 

Modus Operandi that together with her destiny and talent…granted her 5 Runic Passages that 



constantly pumped her full of essence and power, the quantification of such a thing being nearly 

impossible! 

 

The Realm of Reality was more than guaranteed for her as it was only a matter of time. 

 

This was why even though she released power at the Eighth Firmament of Ascendancy, she seemed 

even more overbearing than the actual Ninth Firmament Pure-Blooded creature leading the Eight 

Firmament Pure-Blooded Humans. 

This was why even now, the Pure-Blood Royal Guards of this Empress had not even lifted a muscle! 

 

This was Empress Genevieve…a future Candidate Ruler for the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Human 

Bloodline. 

 

With glorious splendor, the Empress floated as 5 Reality Passages connected to her, giving her who 

knew how many units of the Essence of Reality every second as her body right now was releasing unholy 

waves of power, her skin shining with a crystalline jewel like shade as she didn't even seem human, and 

was instead like a fantastical creature from the Olden Times! 

 

"I still won't utilize the essence of any Edicts or Ascendancy Halos, but the reinforcement of my Reality 

Passages will be utilized from now on…Alexander King." 

 

RUUMBLE! 

 

"Your body seems to hold boundless essence…let us put that to the test!" 

 

…! 

 

The surroundings split apart as if they were mere Shards of glass as she moved, her cape flowing 

gloriously as she thundered towards Noah's figure that held a spear of Reality within his hands! 

 

— 

 

As a shocking 'greeting' continued in an infinitesimally small region of the Between Between Realities, 

Noah's Reality altering System was gradually coming to fruition in the Infinite Reality. 

 

His body swirled with waves of Essence of Reality as his reserves were elevated to 10,000- this number 

seemingly acting as another barrier as to break it, Noah had to unlock the restriction of his soul by 

obtaining a Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi! 

 

But he was moving with such haste and speed that he wasn't worried about this minor stoppage of 

progress.  

 

He still had many other things to do as after achieving the first part of the Infinite System, Noah was 

already looking to begin on the second aspect of this wondrous and ever evolving structure! 



 

He waved his hands to first pull up the information of his in-progress System at this moment. 

 

<The Infinite System> :: A Reality altering construct forged from a Lemniscate Primordial Epitaph as it 

holds the unique feature of being evolvable and changeable over time. Its structure is planned for 

multiple reality-altering Constructs as currently, the construct of <Infinite Resources> has been achieved 

after the influx of 20,000 Units of the Essence of Reality as it currently makes it so that all the different 

types of Essence under you apart from Destiny, Fortune, and the Essence of Reality are infinite. The 

features of <True Instant Cast> and <True Instant Attack> have also been unlocked at this time. The 

second reality-altering construct is yet to be forged as it shall be termed… 

 

The gradually coming together System shows itself before Noah's eyes as it was already seeking for what 

the second reality-altering construct would be! 

 

This was what Noah would be beginning right now as he had the resources for it, with the second 

construct being known as nothing else other than…Infinite Dream! 
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Infinite Dream! 

 

This was the name Noah decided for the second construct after <Infinite Resources> to be included in 

the Infinite System, with the purpose of this one being fairly simple. 

 

Efficiency in Conquest and the exploration of the vast Infinite Realities. 

 

Noah's level of power at this moment depended on many things, but one of the central points in his life 

at this moment was the Infinite Reality and the task of getting as many more Realities fused into it as 

possible. 

 

The problem came with the fact that the countless Realities out there were explored and under the 

influence of other forces, and of course, the Unexplored Realites were things like the Forsaken Treasure 

Reality that one would have to coincidentally come across. 

 

For Noah to connect the Cosmos of new Realities, he had to first locate and then spread out his forces 

and himself thinly as there was a chance to catch the eyes of powerful existences and raise their 

awareness about him much too quickly. So when he began this process…he had to be fast and achieve 

what he wanted before others got on his tail! 

 

For the sake of Efficiency and locating as many new Realities as possible, Noah wanted to call forth the 

aspect of Infinite Dream. A Reality altering construct that was designed to allow Noah to put to use his 



overly strong soul to use as he wanted to branch off and bud portions of his soul into multiple unknown 

Realities, being reborn within these Realities as in a matter of hours if not minutes…he would silently 

connect their Cosmos onto the Seed of Reality! 

 

Infinite Dream. He would close his eyes and separate portions of his consciousness as he would wake up 

in countless other Realities depending on how strong his soul was, where at the end of each dream…he 

would completely fuse all Cosmos of whatever Reality he appeared in as he could obtain tens if not 

hundreds of Realities in mere moments. 

 

"..." 

 

He had obtained and fused 5 Realities in a few days as after completing the second construct of his 

Infinite System, he wanted to be capable of fusing hundreds in this same period of time! 

 

With his two Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edicts, he had no doubt in being capable of hiding himself if he 

appeared in Emerging Realities to explore and fuse them. If he somehow was lucky enough to appear in 

Prime Realities or even Unexplored Forsaken Treasure Realities, Forgotten Realities, or Continuum 

Apocalypse Realities…he would get even greater boons of finding new locations as he could decide the 

feasibility of fusing the domains of these Realities as well! 

 

The possibilities of Infinite Dream were too many as after thinking of design and specifications, all that 

was left was to actually establish it. 

 

20 Medium Tier Reality Crystals were burned in order to provide the 20,000 Units of the Essence of 

Reality just to enact the Infinite Resources aspect of the Infinite System. 

 

To achieve Infinite Dream, Noah would need just as much if not more as he began at this moment, a 

splendor of fantastical colors blooming out as the surging Essence of Reality that had just settled began 

to rise up once again with utmost wonder! 

 

— 

 

"Are you sure you aren't from a Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Primordial Bloodline or a creature from the 

Olden Times? I really can't find an explanation to make sense about any of this…" 

 

The sonorous voice of Natalya Rostova rang out as she and Noah were rushing across the second 

mystically floating Treasure Island, Foidduit leading the way as he knew the pathways of the island 

extremely well and led them through the quickest paths to get what they wanted! 

 

Natalya still couldn't believe Noah's rate of progression and how this being had gone from the Third 

Firmament of Ascendancy all the way to the Seventh in a matter of days, trying to find possible 

explanations for such a phenomenon! 

 

They had already scoured over half of this Treasure Island as Noah gained a few more Naturally Formed 



Primordial Treasures and an abundant cluster of Soul Crystals, with this island being different than the 

first as they even come across verdant fields of greenery that held Sacred Herbs that Noah uprooted in 

their entirety. 

 

"Creatures from the Olden Times can ascend the ranks as fast as me?" Noah raised his eyes as he posed 

the question, wondering just how he would compare to those who had lived eons ago and those who 

might still be living now. 

 

Natalya saw his eyes of unbound confidence and arrogance as she thought about it deeply, actually not 

being able to come to a conclusion between an entity that was comparable to Noah as she could only 

start thinking about the future! 

 

"How are you doing this? And…is there a way for me to achieve such a similar speed? I seek my revenge 

and yet every day, it feels that much further away as I simply do not have the tools for the revenge I 

wish to carry." 

 

…! 

 

Her voice was filled with conviction as she spoke, Noah turning to her direction as their figures were 

mere streaks of light…a small smile becoming etched on his lips as they proceeded forward. 

 

"Naturally, there is a way…" 

 

Waves of Destiny silently moved about. 

 

This body of Noah proceeded with the exploration of the Forsaken Treasure Reality as there were a few 

other Islands to explore, the biggest prize within this Reality not yet landing in Noah's hands as it waited 

for him to search and obtain it! 

 

Untold distances away from here, another body of his was sparring with a shocking personage as he 

unveiled the secrets for the higher stages of power, his eyes landing on the very Reality Passages he 

wished to forge himself the most he could obtain a Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi. 

 

How many Reality Passages would he be able to forge when the time came? Would he reach the height 

of this Pure-Blooded creature that seemed to be akin to a creature from the Olden Times, or would he 

exceed what she had managed to achieve? 

 

The answer was unknown as even further away from that location, another body of his was completing 

the second reality altering construct of his Infinite System, wishing to achieve an Infinite Dream where 

the exploration of the vast Realities would be accomplished by something as wondrous as a mere 

Dream! 
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Thousands of Units of the Essence of Reality surged as trillions of Units of Mana rose and fell in waves 

around Noah's figure. 

 

He was bathed with such gorgeous multicolored light that he looked like a spirit who attracted all the 

essence of nearby Realities, the thousands of Units of the Essence of Reality surging into his soul and 

going towards completing the second construct of the Infinite System- Infinite Dream! 

 

BZZZT! 

 

pᴀɴdᴀ nᴏveʟ Pure essence and majesty rose and fell in waves as Noah's control and purpose were so 

etched out and clear that there was no delay. 

 

<The second Reality altering construct of Infinite Dreams has been etched and activated with the 

sacrifice of 30,000 Units of the Essence of Reality.> 

 

WAA! 

 

Brilliant light scattered around Noah as he felt his soul scream out in joy, this construct being specially 

built for his soul as it would even go towards empowering it more and more with its purpose! 

 

The more lands and Realities he conquered, the more existences he had as Vassals. The more Vassals he 

had…the more that the ability of Tyranny of the Soul could elevate his own soul strength higher. The 

coming future was laid out brightly as more golden prompts fell over Noah's eyes. 

 

<The features of Endless Dream, Wanderer of Realities, and Soul Dreamer are now free for use.> 

 

Unlike Infinite Resources, the construct of Infinite Dream had three new features introduced- ones that 

Noah wasted no time looking at as he wanted to utilize this wondrous reality-altering construct right 

away! 

 

<Endless Dream> :: The realm of Souls is abstruse to many, and the realm of dreams is even further off. 

This is an ability that requires 1,000 Units of the Essence of Reality to keep active daily, and it will in turn 

allow you to bud off portions of your soul into the Boundaries Between Realities, these portions of souls 

traversing out in a dream state as they cannot be discovered by anyone with a concept at the level of 

Quasi-TABOO or below. In an endless fashion, they will search for Realities to attach themselves to until 

they are successful. When a successful implantation into a Reality occurs, the consciousness within the 

soul shall awaken as the power of the Tyrannical Emperor can be released… 

 

<Wanderer of Realities> :: Traversing the vast Realities is perilous as the act of utilizing one's soul to do 

so is even more dangerous. This feature allows the user to utilize their destiny and fortune to guide their 

unconscious portions of souls sent out by Endless Dream, where if their destiny is vibrant enough- then 



even finding bountiful Realities filled with fortune is possible. All Realities that the Wanderer of Realities 

visits will have their signature recorded down as finding the same Reality will only become easier with 

time. This feature utilizes the essence of Destiny and Fortune as the only cost, with 1 Billion Units of 

each essence being required to guide a single portion of a soul… 

 

<Soul Dreamer> :: The soul is the pathway to everything. This feature allows the user to not just traverse 

with their soul into genuine Realities, but they can also make their targets to be the souls of living 

existences as they can traverse in the Dimension of Dreams and into the consciousness of others, or 

even spread out their soul onto the surrounding Reality to increase their Affinity and understanding over 

time. Those who are defenseless towards Soul Dreamers will never be able to understand if they are the 

target of one, but those proficient in traversing the Dimension of Dreams are not to be taken lightly. 

While utilizing Soul Dreamer, one can obtain information on the concepts, memories, and techniques 

known by their target, and those seeking the Dimension of Dreams to understand natural laws can go to 

sleep ignorant and wake up from an endless slumber having understood everything about Realities... 

 

Three wondrous features bloomed and waited for Noah's use as each one was more wondrous than the 

other, and they complemented each other extremely well! 

<Endless Dream> allowed Noah to bud off portions of his soul onto the Boundary Between Realities, but 

he would be searching aimlessly for months or years if he didn't have <Wanderer of Realities> to guide 

him subconsciously to unknown fantastical Realities. Meanwhile, Soul Dreamer was a tool for him to 

utilize to better understand the vast Realities in a shocking manner while also being able to spy on other 

beings subconsciously and copy things about themselves, the only caveat being that his targets had to 

be properly chosen…otherwise he would face the wrath of truly powerful existences! 

 

The prime example was Empress Genevieve. 

 

This being….Noah could not even think about touching. She more than likely had multiple Quasi-TABOO 

Nomological Edicts if not something even more disastrous, and unknown treasures and Relics afforded 

to her by the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Human Bloodline! 

 

But there would be other targets. There would be beings that Noah could mask himself against while 

utilizing Soul Dreamer. There would be a lot to understand about the mysteries of the vast Realities in 

the future to come! 

 

But his focus at this moment… 

 

"Endless Dream…" 

 

He uttered the words of the ability he had to cast as this True Sanguine Clone stared off into the 

distance of the Cosmic Holy Land, watching as the main body materialized before his eyes. 

 

To conduct the Reality altering Construct of Infinite Dream, the soul was utilized. If Noah wanted the 

greatest results, he had to have his soul with the origin being his main body dreaming and budding off 

the countless other portions of souls that he could spare! 



 

Due to this, Noah had left behind a Lower Existence Clone with his newly born son and his own mom 

along with everyone else, spending time with them as much as possible while he still moved behind the 

scenes to ensure a happy life for all of them. 

 

OOOM! 

 

His main body floated to be situated on the golden throne releasing waves of pure luster in the highest 

peak of the Cosmic Holy Land, his radiant rainbow like eyes gradually closing while his body activated a 

skill that would drain 1,000 Units of the Essence of Reality daily! 

 

<Endless Dream>. 

 

CLANG! 

 

The eyes of the Tyrannical Emperor closed as they released a sound as if they were a huge metal door. 

 

An incandescent light shone thereafter as with the utterance of two words, a shocking dream unfolded! 
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Endless Dream was cast as Noah's soul buzzed and shone with a radiant luster, a unique change 

occurring at this moment as Noah gritted his teeth unconsciously for this process! 

 

This was because minute parts of him began to separate at this moment, turning into glimmering 

blinking lights that shockingly went to bud off from his head and appear in his surroundings. 

 

Multicolored and mesmerizing to see, the spots of light represented his soul as at the even number of 

100th…they stopped coming out!  

 

For his first Endless Dream, this was the number Noah stopped at while sensing the strength of his soul 

as after culminating 100 Portions, the ability of <Wanderer of Realities> was cast. 

 

BZZZT! 

 

Boundless waves of destiny and fortune wrapped over the multicolored spots of lights, their color nearly 

becoming tinged gold as it wasn't even a question of which fantastical Realities these glimmers of a soul 

could find, but just how wondrous they were bound to be! 

 

"Go forth…" 

 



OOOOM! 

 

With the command of the dreaming Ruler, these 100 spots of light supported by the destiny of a being 

all those below the rank of Legend could not compare to in this aspect…all of them spread out in 

different directions to seek unknown wonder. 

 

A Tyrannical Emperor went into a deep slumber. 

 

His seeds stretched out across the Infinite Realities as while wrapped up by a shocking flood of destiny, 

they sought Realities to attach onto and allow for the descent of this terrific being! 

 

— 

 

The might of an existence not utilizing much of their power- but simply the strength of their body alone 

with the backing of the Essence of their Reality Passages…just this was enough to stop Noah's 

advancement at this moment! 

 

It wasn't that Noah was weak in any way, it was just this Pure-Blooded creature was too fearsome! 

 

"Haha, interesting!" 

 

BOOOM! 

 

Her bare hands struck out against a Spear of Reality that held the weight of 6 Emerging Realities, her 

dazzling fair hands bypassing the Frost of a Reality Nova that caused space rending glaciers to form as 

her skin was still spotless! 

 

BOOM! BOOM! 

 

Reality Moon Eclipsors constantly rained down without a time delay due to instant cast, each releasing a 

bisecting light of a radiant moon of a Reality as they were followed with the area of effect attack 

brought by a socketed Reality Nova Jewel. 

 

Noah's body was coursing with multicolored light as he seemed to be casting these abilities without 

even considering the concept of essence reserves, his flaming hair shining out with tyrannical waves as 

his eyes didn't let the Five Reality Passages out of his sight! 

 

BOOOM! 

 

Fantastical rivers of Reality that all surged into the vibrant figure of the golden clothed white caped 

Empress who could actually withstand his Sui Generis Enlightened Primordial Relic with her bare hands! 

"These waves of attacks would have been enough to even eradicate weak Eighth Firmaments who have 

only enacted a single Reality Passage…you are interesting for a Seventh Firmament Celestial Vine, 

Alexander King!" 



 

BOOOM! 

 

An explosive force that pushed away everything erupted out, Noah being flung out of the way as he was 

utterly unable to even get past the defenses of this being's skin at his current stage! And she hadn't even 

used her Edicts or Ascendancy Halos as when she did so… 

 

"Empress, are you not at the Eighth Firmament as well?" 

 

Noah's voice was calm as he saw the shocking spar that was a mere greeting was coming to a close, 

Genevieve raising her brows as her white cape glimmered with light that went on to heal the 

surrounding space. 

 

"I am me, other Eighth Firmaments should not even be compared against me as I alone hold a singular 

title in the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Human Bloodline…as the Reality Warping Bellicose Tyrant!" 

 

WAA! 

 

Reality Warping Bellicose Tyrant! 

 

pᴀɴdᴀ nᴏveʟ A shocking name and title as it was truly deserving of a being who used her bare hands to 

push apart strikes capable of shattering Realities. 

 

An existence that made Noah extremely interested in Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans and how 

they focused on the elevation of the power of their bodies and physiques, with him thinking of ways to 

elevate the strength of his own body to the point that even Primordial Relic would not be able to harm 

his skin! 

 

This was a thought for the future as Noah nodded with somberness at the words of the Empress, this 

being glimmering with dazzling light as her golden clothed figure floated back towards the obsidian 

cuboidal vessel while leaving behind mesmerizing words. 

 

"That was a fun greeting. Lead the way to the domains of the Celestial Vines, and let us see the 

Alchemical skills that even some Cardinal Royal Bloodlines cannot achieve!" 

 

WAA! 

 

She didn't ask about Noah's shocking Sui Generis Enlightened Primordial Relic. 

 

She didn't question how he was constantly releasing terrific waves of attacks as if resource preservation 

didn't matter to him. 

 

She didn't question a single thing about Noah's power as she simply considered it a somewhat 

outstanding greeting, but it still wasn't enough to entirely draw her attention as even against all this, if 



she got serious at any point during the spar…well, we didn't even have to mention this! 

 

BZZZT! 

 

Noah watched the Pure-Blooded Humans enter their humongous vessel as the Serendipity of the 

Cataclysmic Reality appeared below him again, the bodies of Victoria and Lucia appearing beside him 

once again as they were looking towards Noah with a hint of fear and at this moment…respect! 

 

This was because they heard from a Future Candidate Ruler of a Pure-Blooded Bloodline that this 

Master they had pledged Fealty to…could actually eradicate an Eighth Firmament existence with his 

swarm of attacks. 

 

While at the Seventh Firmament of Ascendancy, he could match the weakest among those that had 

broken past the limits and forged a Reality Passage! 

 

And of course, this was possible as the weapon this being wielded carried with it the weight of multiple 

Realities! Backed by his newly forged System that was just at its very beginnings… 

 

Such a being was the one they had just been tied to as at this moment, he powered the Serendipity of 

the Cataclysmic Reality below them as it continued to shoot forth towards the domains of the Celestial 

Vines. 

 

Behind them, a humongous cuboidal vessel of the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans followed as at 

its helm, an Empress adorned in gold with a glorious white cape draping over her shoulders had a smile 

that was filled with a great deal of mysteries! 
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Across the vast Realities, there were many austere Dimensions and layers of Reality that other beings 

would never see in their lifetimes! 

Of those previously mentioned, there were the Mirror Realities that could be accessed through the 

Mirror Dimension, and there were Dream Realities that could be accessed through the Dimension of 

Dreams. 

Very few existences could utilize unique levels of power that allowed them to traverse into such 

Dimensions, and Noah had begun taking steps into the Dimension of Dreams at this moment as his 

Infinite Dream construct pulled upon the unique essence of this dimension, 100 portions of his soul 

wrapped around this essence as they silently spread out across the Boundary Between Realities! 

The movements of these portions of Noah's soul were extremely erratic as the distance they covered 

could not be looked at normally, with their path of travel beings through gaps of the Dimension of 

Dreams as they could be in one spot in the infinitely vast Realities at one moment and be countless light 

years away the next. 



They flashed with intent and purpose as they were wrapped up by Noah's bountiful destiny and fortune, 

each one carrying with it a Billion Units of Destiny and Fortune as Noah still had quintillions of units of 

such essence to spare! 

While the Tyrannical Emperor slumbered, his portions of soul traversed countless light years unseen as 

ever so slowly…they latched onto their own targets under the guidance of destiny and fortune! 

Within an unknown Reality that had its Ruination and Primordial Seas tinged with a frozen cold essence 

that caused glaciers of Primordial and Ruination Essence to form. 

Stellar white Cosmos could be seen floating across its vast Seas as countless unique existences were 

contained within, and within the glacial Primordial Sea…something bloomed at this moment as a golden 

flash of light was ejected while releasing wisps of essence from the Dimension of Dreams! 

PSSS! 

Constant pulses of light were released as the wondrous portion of a terrifying existence anchored itself 

onto this Reality, the hazy circular figure enlarging with every pulse as it gradually took on a humanoid 

form while an illusory crimson gold crown began to rotate above it. 

In no time… 

WAA! 

This humanoid figure developed devilishly handsome features as its eyes opened from slumber, a look 

of confusion being seen on its face briefly before the eyes cleared and began to shine with a luster of 

multicolored light! 

The portion of soul awoke from its slumber as its multicolored eyes gazed around it and at the 

thousands of Cosmos its eyes of the Watcher could already see, wasting no time as it shot out towards 

the nearest Cosmos to begin its task! 

This was a single soul that was steered by destiny to quickly find a wondrous Emerging Reality. 

There were 99 other portions of souls that held their own Destinies, nobody knowing what percentage 

would land within Emerging Realities or Prime Realities…or Realties that Noah had yet to even be in! 

— Frᴇᴇwᴇʙnᴏᴠᴇʟ.ᴄoᴍ 

The Serendipity of the Cataclysmic Reality tore across the Boundary Between Realities as it neared the 

Domains of the Celestial Vines, a few hours passing since the meeting with the cuboidal vessel of the 

Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans that now followed behind them. 

"Master…how should we be acting since Empress Genevieve will more than likely become the focus of 

our bloodline as they receive her?" 

Elder Victoria was beside Noah as she asked carefully since they were near the Prime Reality that was 

surrounded by many others under the Domain of the Celestial Vines. Hours ago, Victoria had already 

sent word back to the other elders of her Bloodline that she had been saved by a Primordial with an 

Emperor of Old Bloodline who was also of their race that she was bringing home. 



This caused the elders to turn ecstatic as they had seen when the Life Medallion of Raenor vanished- 

this being the Celestial Vine that did not bend the knee to Noah! 

An existence even more powerful than Victoria and Raenor had appeared as he carried the Celestial 

Vines Bloodline and even a Bloodline from the Olden Times…it was enough for the core forces of the 

Seventh Firmament Elders to prepare a welcome banquet and celebrate. But Victoria also released 

another piece of news that even caused the Eighth Firmament Tyrants of the Celestial Vines to be 

mobilized- the coming of Empress Genevieve! 

A future Candidate Ruler of a Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Bloodline visiting them to see just how genius 

their Bloodline was in Alchemy! This caused the higher ups of the Celestial Vines to move in fervor as the 

welcoming ceremony that should have been for Noah drastically changed and was made into something 

that even the Ancestral Elders of the Ninth Firmament rarely came out of seclusion to appear. 

These were existences focused on achieving Reality, and yet when it came to the majesty of Pure-

Blooded Cardinal Royal Bloodlines, they could not compare as they had to show their respect! 

So when it comes to how they should act? 

"We're just escorting the Empress right now into our lands. Just go with the pace and inform the Elders 

that I understand the importance of Empress Genevieve, and they can put their focus on her without 

worrying that I will feel scorned from not being showered with their attention…" 

Noah's eyes shone with a golden glint of destiny as he spoke, Victoria nodding her head as her body 

buzzed with mental power, the vessel they were on beginning to slow down as a vast glimmering 

verdant river of an endless Reality bloomed before them! 

At the far stretches of this Reality, one could see multiple other Prime and Emerging Realities closely 

shining together- this being a cluster of Realities that someone truly powerful had to pull close together. 

In front of the boundaries of these Realities, there were already existences standing on unique vessels 

waiting for them as they were arranged in neat rows, many of them adorned in green gold robes with 

inscriptions of leaves as they gave off abundant life force! 

OOOOM! 

The enormous cuboidal vessel of the Pure-Blooded Humans appeared beside the Serendipity of the 

Cataclysmic Reality soon after as the existences within had their auras vibrantly felt, the faces of the 

Celestial Vines in the distance filled with respect as they gazed forward. 

A flash of multicolored light bloomed out as Noah's party was the first to disembark, Victoria and Lucia 

being the ones to step forward with Noah floating behind them as Victoria announced loudly. 

"Empress Genevieve has graced our domains with a visit today…let us make her feel at home!" 

WAA! 

Her sound waves reverberated around them as the neatly situated Celestial Vines ranging from the First 

Firmament of Ascendancy to even three existences at the very forefront being at the Ninth Firmament 

of Ascendancy smiled, the glorious aura of Empress Genevieve erupting out as she left her vessel with 

10 Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans and arrived in the domains of the Celestial Vines! 
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"Welcome, welcome! It is an honor for the Empress to visit our domains today…" 

Stellar rows of Celestial Vines in human form parted as the glorious figures of white golden garbed Pure-

Blooded Humans were led into the Prime Reality that was known as the Verdant Vineyard. 

The verdant robes of the Ninth Firmament Elders held a vibrant golden mark of a tall tree, each of them 

showing the illusory sight of tens of Billions of Cosmos. 

The ones doing the speaking were three Ninth Firmament Celestial Vines as Empress Genevieve nodded 

towards them, her eyes serene as her voice echoed out. 

"I came by to witness the Alchemical knowledge and ways of the Celestial Vines today. I hope the Elders 

pardon my intrusion." 

Even though she was above them in status, she still spoke calmly and didn't demean the three 

existences that were a stage higher than hers as it only caused their smiles to deepen! 

Noah and his party were behind them as Seventh and Eight Firmament Celestial Vines nodded towards 

Noah with excited looks as they saw his illusory crimson gold crown, knowing that another powerhouse 

was about to enter their Bloodline as they looked forward to what this would mean for them. 

The procession was smooth as the message Victoria sent was followed, Noah's entrance not being made 

into a huge deal to even come close to overshadowing Empress Genevieve as they entered the Verdant 

Vineyard swiftly, the Ninth Firmament Celestial Vines in the lead speaking with pride as the image of this 

Prime Reality became clear to all. 

"Our Celestial Vines seek homes filled with life force, and this Verdant Vineyard fulfilled our dreams the 

most as it is a reality where plant life thrives…" 

An introduction was given as Noah's eyes were exposed to the things he felt like he knew for millions of 

years through the memories of Raenor. 

A scene that showed green rivers of essence mixed in vibrantly with the Ruination Sea, where Cosmos 

wrapped in verdant lights shone with luster far in the distance. Apart from the Cosmos, one could also 

shockingly see vast stretches of land and earth floating in the green-red sea of Ruination, these stretches 

of floating islands pulsing with immense life force as endless amounts of vegetation could be seen within 

them! 

When one zoomed further in, they would be able to see the figures of enormous Celestial Vines taking 

on the form of glorious Vines with endless branches and green tendrils that tended to the vast 

vegetations within the floating landmasses, working in harmony and wonder as everything around them 

seemed to be filled with the pure force of life! 

"We have Sacred Lands stretched throughout this Reality where we cultivate Sacred Herbs and other 

materials we use in making Elixirs and Pills. With abilities we have perfected over the years, we can 

cultivate Herbs to become hundreds of thousands of years old within mere years, with the Sacred Herbs 

in our stores being so profound that our specialty Herb which can increase the strength of one's soul can 

only be farmed here!" 



WAA! 

A Ninth Firmament Celestial Vine known as Ancestral Elder Chaesalor was the one taking the lead as he 

spoke, his eyes shining with a hazy green light similar to his hair as a smile never left his lips while he 

introduced everything and led their groups further into the Verdant Vineyard. 

"Apart from the lands where we cultivate Sacred Herbs, we also have…the Mystical Pill Mountains 

within every single Prime Reality where we produce our prized Elixirs and Pills that make their name 

across these vast Realities!" 

They floated past the glimmering Sacred Lands and a few shining Cosmos that all seemed to be rotating 

and surrounding a single location- a vast mountain stretching out endlessly with its peak aimed and 

seemingly ready to break the Boundary Between Realities. 

A mountain that was bathed with a cloudy green light and verdant greenery all around, the welcoming 

party floating towards it as Ancestral Elder Chaesalor continued with shining eyes. 

"Today is a special occasion with the Empress visiting us, so we moved forward the Centennial Alchemy 

Tournament as our prominent Alchemists will utilize the rarest Cauldrons and Pill Furnaces to produce 

the highest quality of Elixirs and Pills they can!" 

…! 

His words coincided with them breaking past the verdant cloud layer and fully entering this Mystical Pill 

Mountain, their eyes gazing at intricate ancient dwellings and huge monuments of bronze and gold 

Cauldrons and Pill Furnaces all over the region, with the largest structure being an enormous green 

Cauldron structure near the peak of the Mystical Pill Mountain thousands of miles in size where the 

largest clusters of beings could be seen. 

There, distinguished Celestial Vines in human form could be seen as they were adorned in purple robes 

to distinguish their profession as Alchemists, with each of them having a different number of golden 

lines branded onto their purple robes as they represented their rank as an Alchemist! 

Those with a single golden line on their purple robes were Master Alchemists while those with two lines 

were Grandmaster Alchemists, and there were actually five beings that were currently adorned with 

three golden bands on their purple robes standing at the forefront as they were Peerless Alchemists! 

"Atop this Centennial Cauldron, we shall have some of our prized Alchemists compete to show the most 

treasures Pills and Elixirs they can produce!" 

The procession arrived atop the Centennial Cauldron where many powerful auras were gathered, the 

purple robes of the Alchemists prominent as they paid their respects to the figure of Empress Genevieve 

who nodded towards them calmly. 

Her eyes twinkled with light as she gazed at the many Pill Furnaces and Cauldrons atop this location, as 

well as the vibrant life force given off by the herbs all over this Mystical Pill Mountain that would make 

other races jealous to even see it! 

While taking in such a sight, her eyes flashed with light as she actually turned to her side and gazed 

towards an unexpected direction, her eyes landing on Noah who was currently surrounded by Victoria 



and a few other Elders that had come to meet him and show their respect, even if all of them were 

currently focusing on Empress Genevieve. 

"Alexander King…you're outstanding in a few areas as I've seen, are you also knowledgeable about 

Alchemy to be adorned with the robes of a Grandmaster Alchemist, or even a Peerless Alchemist?" 

…! 

Her words caught everyone by surprise as the eyes of all beings followed her gaze to land on Noah's 

position. 

The existence with an illusory crimson gold crown that represented a Bloodline from the Olden Times 

actually rose to meet his eyes with the Empress as with a light smile, he replied without a pause. 

"I am not yet adorned with the robes of one, but I am something of an Alchemist myself, Empress. 

Probably…a Peerless one I would say." 

WAA! 

His flaming hair rose and fell in waves as the eyes of many beings landed on him, their eyes sweeping 

over his body to affirm the Bloodline of a Celestial Vine and a Primordial as they were shocked to hear 

Empress Genevieve actually focus her words and attention on him! 

Was it because both of them carried a Bloodline from the Olden Times or was there something deeper? 

And his words of him probably being a Peerless Alchemist even though he wasn't certified with a purple 

robe nor had he ever shown his abilities before…just how truthfully were they? 

Peerless Alchemist! 

This was a title that less than 20 beings enjoyed in their entire Bloodline! Existences that were routinely 

called over to the innermost parts of the Infinite Realities into the domains of Primordials to serve as the 

Alchemists of Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Bloodline Lineages or as guests, where even at this moment 

in time…the 5 Peerless Alchemists standing grandly before them today and participating in the 

Centennial Alchemy Tournament were the only ones present in their domains at this moment! 

The other 15 were prized existences who took posts among Cardinal Royal Bloodlines as they spread the 

prestige of the Celestial Vines away from home and kept their status elevated. 

For an existence to say they were probably a Peerless Alchemist without any basis…it drew the ire of a 

few beings even though they still looked towards this Alexander King holding an Emperor of Old 

Bloodline favorably! 

It drew the ire of others, but the faces of the actual Peerless Alchemists flashed with their own thoughts 

as they stood tall with pride, the sonorous voice of Empress Genevieve ringing out once more as it 

reverberated in the very souls of those who heard it. 

"Then we must see your capabilities in this Centennial Alchemy Tournament!" 

WAA! 

A statement that could also be seen as a command as it carried an undeniable weight! 



Under the eyes of many beings, Noah let out a light smile as his body gave off silent waves of destiny, his 

gaze landing on the enormous cauldron platform where the eyes of many Alchemists were glaring at 

him with indifference and pride! 

So what if he carried an Olden Bloodline? Was this enough for him to just claim himself to be a Peerless 

Alchemist? A pristine profession that bypassed Bloodlines across these vast Realities as such existences 

would be welcomed even in a Pure-Blooded Bloodline with open arms. 

Supremely elevated that some even believed they were above Peerless Forgers as their Alchemical 

creations ranged from terrifying poisons that could lay waste to Realities all the way to prized pills that 

could allow one to easily complete Edicts, power up their soul permanently, or even grant stupendous 

momentary boosts that could overcome those stronger than them in power! 

These were Peerless Alchemists. 

And not just anyone...could become a Peerless Alchemist! 

Chapter 1570 Now That's a Peerless Alchemist! l 

The power and prestige of a Peerless Alchemist could not be disparaged! 

These were the thoughts of many beings as while they still fought to keep their favorable impression of 

the being they knew as Alexander who was being introduced to them today similar to Empress 

Genevieve, some couldn't help but form negative opinions of him. 

But those with weight and power at the Eighth and Ninth Firmament of Ascendancy knew how to act as 

the two most powerful Celestial Vines managing the situation here smiled at Noah's and Genevieve's 

exchange, the voice of Ancestral Elder Chaesalor ringing out with joy. 

"We will of course show off all the talents of our Celestial Vines before the Empress, with Elder 

Alexander's talents being something that might surprise all of us!" 

He allowed things to flow smoothly with no tension erupting as he didn't even allow the 5 Peerless 

Alchemists to begin arguing with Noah, his eyes motioning below as purple robed Master Alchemists 

seemingly received commands and cleared up the area where the Peerless Alchemists were to make up 

one extra spot! 

"Good! Then let us see the wonders of Alchemy first-hand today…" 

The resonant voice of Empress Genevieve echoed out as she and the 10 Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal 

Humans that had terrifying buffed statures were led to elevated platforms on the side that had green 

and gold luxurious seats with curvaceous female Celestial Vines ready to serve sparkling food, this being 

the area of highest importance as one could see everything playing out on the Centennial Cauldron. 

The shimmering purple robes of Alchemists moved in and out as with slight apprehension, Victoria 

moved with Noah towards the Centennial Cauldron where everything would be happening as the two of 

them received the stern voice of Ancestral Elder Chaesalor in their ears at this moment! 

"I was going to welcome you into our folds fully and even test your gains in Alchemy in private, 

Alexander, but we will have to find out along with everyone else if your words of having the talent of a 



Peerless Alchemist are true. Enjoy this experience and don't take any negative gazes seriously as before 

the status of an Alchemist is certified with everyone's eyes, they can't help but doubt!" 

…! 

The Ancestral Elder was extremely good as even though they didn't know too much about Noah, they 

didn't disparage him as they knew an existence with a Bloodline from the Olden Times was still 

important to rope in. 

Noah smiled lightly at this as he sent back silent sound waves. 

"Ancestral Elder doesn't have to worry. I just hope you have another set of purple robes meant for a 

Peerless Alchemist for me to adorn soon." 

WAA! 

With confidence and splendor, he arrived atop the Centennial Cauldron as the face of the powerful 

Ninth Firmament Celestial Vine who had opened who knew how many Reality Passages nearly twitched, 

controlling everything seamlessly as the moment that Empress Genevieve and her terrifying guards 

were seated he floating above the Centennial Cauldron while releasing an aura of power and wonder 

with his voice booming out! 

"In our Bloodline, we test ourselves to constantly improve and overcome our previous selves with 

frequent Centennial Alchemy Tournaments…with the one today being a truly important one as we 

display the glory of Celestial Vines to Empress Genevieve!" 

OOOM! ꜰʀᴇᴇwᴇʙɴovᴇʟ.coᴍ 

Dazzling waves of green and gold emanated from him as things below were all prepared, Alchemists 

getting into positions as the semicircular elevated platform surrounding the Centennial Cauldron was 

filled with important personages ranging from the First to the Eighth Firmament of Ascendancy. 

Each of them carried gazes of pride as they considered themselves blessed to witness today's Centennial 

Alchemy Tournament, with the whole thing being spiced up this time around as an existence claiming to 

be a Peerless Alchemist without ever showing his skills was actually participating! 

"Our lives are spent studying countless Edicts to refine Herbs, Minerals, and all sorts of treasures into 

glorious destiny-changing Elixirs and Pills. Today, we show off the results of the silent hardships we go 

through for millions of years in a single day…so be proud of your Alchemic creations and show everyone 

why the Celestial Vines deserve the honor and glory of Alchemists across these vast Realities!" 

"OOOOOH!" 

Impassioned words and bellows rang out as multicolored splendor erupted around the Mystical Pill 

Mountain, Empress Genevieve looking at all of this with an impassive smile with her eyes commonly 

lingering towards a position of a certain someone who was setting himself up and familiarizing himself 

with a Pill Furnace. 

The shockingly handsome and buffed Pure-Blooded Human guards remained standing behind her as 

they didn't even take their seats, the curvaceous figures of female Celestial Vines coming around them 



shyly to serve them refreshments as they gave suggestive looks that caused the hardened eyes of these 

powerful beings to flash with light! 

Those chosen to serve them were actually Celestial Vines at the Sixth Firmament or above, powerful 

beings such as this actually reduced to serving refreshments for the guests of their Bloodline as they 

actually did so willingly. For Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal existences…many of them were even 

expectant that if they stood out enough, then when night came for people to relax, they might form 

even stronger connections with these Pure-Blooded creatures in…other unique ways. 

If something miraculous occurred and they actually went on to carry a budding Bloodline of a Pure-

Blooded existence within them after tonight…their lives would entirely change as they would have a 

vastly different destiny! 

With nuances like this occurring around this Centennial Alchemy Tournament, Ancestral Elder Chaesalor 

and the other Ancestral Elders took their seats not too far away from Empress Genevieve as an Eighth 

Firmament Celestial Vine appeared in front of the Centennial Cauldron and began leading the pace of 

the Tournament. 

"The ways of Alchemy are too numerous as the methods of refining are many, with the first task of this 

tournament being the refinement of an Energy Convergence Pill!" 

WAA! 

Energy Conversion Pill. An Alchemical creation that allowed one to very quickly recover the mana within 

their body, and the simplest type of pill to forge out there as The Master Alchemists were the first to 

start to show off their power! 

Each Master Alchemist stood in front of a Cauldron or Pill Furnace that released intense heat that was 

ready to break down any materials, and the materials to forge an Energy Convergence Pill were provided 

for everyone atop a verdant glass table that flashed with a spatial light to cause them to appear. 

The Master Alchemists waved their hands after studying the newly appearing materials thoughtfully, 

controlling some to enter their Cauldrons and Pill Furnaces as the arduous task of pill refining began! 

Many eyes were focused here as uniquely, one could see that some of the eyes of the Master 

Alchemists were at times glancing towards Noah's figure with a competitive and unfriendly light, a trace 

of resentment being carried within these gazes as they saw Noah placed at the same level as Peerless 

Alchemists even though he wasn't even certified to be one! 

Their gazes seemed to tell him that he was only receiving this treatment due to his Emperor of Old 

Bloodline, and they were provocatively looking at him to let him know that what they were doing 

now…was true Pill Refining that he might not even be able to match his entire life! 

 


